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MODEL LT 60 MASSAGE TUMBLER 

SPECIFICATION SHEET 
 

  CONSTRUCTION 
 All Stainless Steel Construction with USDA approval 

 

  PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
 Length                 76" 

 Width                      31" 

 Height                   49" 

 Drum Size        30" diam. x 29" long 

 Approximate Weight   750# 

 

  PRODUCT CAPACITY 
 Gallons                160 

 Liters                                           600 

             Pounds                                        1000 

 

  VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM 
 Pump capable of delivering 26" Hg (Mercury) 

 Easily Accessible Liquid Trap 

 

  DRUM SPEED 
          Variable Speed Drive               1 - 9 RPM 

 

  TIMER CONTROLS 
 Tumbler Timer              99 H 59 M Timer (changeable) 

          * Intermittent Timer 

  On Time             Up to 99 Hr. 59 Min. 

  Off Time                       Up to 99 Hr. 59 Min. 

 

  MOTORS 
 Variable Speed Motor        3/4 HP, 13.4 Amps 

 Vacuum Pump Motor        1/3 HP, 9.4 Amps 

   

 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
            115 volts, 60 cycle single phase (standard) 

            220 volts, 50 cycle single phase 

            220 volts, 60 cycle single phase 

            380 volts, 50 cycle single phase 

 

            (See outside cabinet of machine for electrical requirement, below serial # plate) 

 

            * Optional Equipment 

 

 Specifications Subject to change at anytime 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

A. Unpacking 
  1.   Carefully remove crate from the skid. 

  2.   Remove machine from skid. 

  3.   Wipe down outside of the machine. 

  4.   Clean inside of the drum (use the bolts on the end of the frame to hold 

                                 the drum cover when not on the drum). 

                          5.   Check aim of photo-eyes (see instructions in trouble-shooting section)- 

                                 this is required due to vibration in shipping.   

 

B. Checking Control Panel 
  1.   Check outside the cabinet for the required voltage requirement for 

                                your machine. Plug the machine into the required outlet. 

  2.   Press the (RST) button on the tumbler timer. 

                          3.  Check photo-eyes for power (The red light on the back side of the  

                                photo-eye should be on. This can be see through the observation  

                                windows near each photo-eye. The light on both photo-eyes must be 

                                on. If they are not, wipe the face of the photo eye and the reflectors  

                                opposite them to remove all moisture.(If still not on see instructions for  

                                checking aim of the photo-eyes). 

 

C. Check Vacuum Pump Control 
  1.   Press the vacuum start button. It should run. 

   

D. Check Tumbler Motor Controls 
  1.   Set variable speed control to 20. 

  2.   Set tumbler timer to 2 minutes.(See "SETTING THE CONTROL 

                                TIMER" in the Operating Instructions Section). 

  3.   Set continuous-forward-reverse jog switch to continuous. 

  4.   Press the tumbler start button - Drum will now turn. 

  5.   Turn the variable speed control up & down (Drum will speed up & slow 

                                 down). 

  6.   The drum will turn until the tumbler timer counts down to zero at  

                                which time the drum will stop. 

                          7.   Press the (RST) button on the tumbler timer. 

                          8.   The machine is now ready to use. 

 

E. Check Forward & Reverse Jog (useful for unloading the drum) 

  1.   Set variable speed control to a slow speed setting (0-10). 

  2.   Set continuous-forward-reverse jog switch to reverse. 

  3.   Press and hold the start button. The drum will turn only while the start  

                                button is being held in. 

                          4.   Repeat steps 2 & 3 for forward jog. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

A. Loading and Tumbling 
  1.   Clean the machine drum. 

  2.   Put the gasket and drain cap on the drum drain pipe. 

  3.   Load the product into the drum. 

  4.   Place the gasket over the drum opening. 

  5.   Place the cover on the gasket. 

  6.   Make sure the gasket is under the cover all the way around by pushing  

                                 it up and into the opening or by visual inspection. 

  7.   Tighten the cover by alternately tightening the knob in a diagonal 

                                 pattern. 

  8.   Plug the machine into the proper voltage receptacle. 

  9.   Check for power to the photo-eyes through observation windows (Red 

                                 light should be on, If they are not on wipe the photo-eye face and 

                                 reflector to remove moisture). 

            10.   Turn on vacuum pump. 

                        11.   Open vacuum valve on the drum (next to the drum cover) (Make sure 

                                the vacuum passage to the drum is clean and that it is to the top. 

                                Pulling vacuum with the  fitting not at the top position will result in 

                                liquid being drawn into the vacuum pump. THIS WILL DAMAGE THE 

                                PUMP!) 

            12.   Push vacuum hose onto drum fitting. 

                        13.   Run vacuum pump until 15 inches of vacuum is drawn. (Higher 

                                vacuum can be drawn if you want to). 

            14.   Shut off the valve on the drum. 

            15.   Remove the hose. 

            16.   Turn off the vacuum pump. 

            17.   Set the tumbler timer to the desired time.  

            18.   Set variable speed knob to the desired speed. 

            19.   Set the continuous-forward-reverse jog switch to continuous. 

            20.   Make sure the vacuum hose is disconnected. 

            21.   Press tumbler start button, The drum will now rotate until the tumbler 

                                timer runs down to zero. 

      *    It can be stopped at any time by pressing the tumbler stop button or  

                                 by breaking the beam from the photo-eye to the reflector. 

                          *    To restart the machine, press the tumbler start button, it will run for  

                                 the time remaining on the timer. 

 

B. Unloading the Drum 

     a. Manual Unloading 
  1.   Set the Continuous-Forward-Reverse Jog switch to forward. 

  2.   Press and hold the tumbler start button until the cover is facing you, at 

                                 the 2 o'clock position. 

  3.   Loosen the cover knobs. 

  4.   Open the vacuum valve on the drum to release the vacuum (Loosen 

                                 cover knobs first). 

  5.   Remove the cover. 

  6.   Remove the gasket. 

              7.   Unload the drum. 
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     b. Unloading into a buggy or cart 
  1.   Set the Continuous-Forward-Reverse Jog switch to forward. 

  2.   Press and hold the tumbler start button until the cover is facing you, at  

                                the 2 o'clock position. 

  3.   Loosen the cover knobs. 

4.   Open the vacuum valve on the drum to release the vacuum (Loosen  

      cover knobs first). 

   5.   Remove the cover. 

  6.   Remove the gasket.        

              7.   Tighten the cover knobs so you don't lose them while unloading. 

              8.   Place the cart under the drum. 

              9.   Press and hold the tumbler start button until the product starts to roll 

                                 out of the drum opening. 

            10.   Release the tumbler start button when the product starts to roll out,  

                                press again if necessary. 

            11.   To reverse the drum to stop unloading, set the continuous-forward- 

                                 reverse switch to reverse.  Press and hold tumbler button until the  

                                product stops coming out of the drum. 

            12.   To continue unloading set the continuous-forward-reverse jog switch  

                                 to forward.  

13. Repeat steps 9 - 11. 
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LT30 or LT60 

CONTROL PANEL WITH ELECTRONIC TUMBLER TIMER #CT4S 

 

CONTROL PANEL FUNCTIONS 

TUMBLER PUSH BUTTONS 
Starts and stops timers for tumbling cycle. 
 

VACUUM PUSH BUTTONS 
Starts and stops vacuum pump. 

 

TOTAL TIMER 
Sets the total amount of time the drum will rotate. 

 

SETTING THE CONTROL TIMER 
Direct start continuous tumbling 

1.    Press (RST) button on the tumbler timer. 

2.    Set the set point on the tumbler timer for total tumbling time (time required for the drum to 

       rotate). 

3. To set the time on the tumbler timer, press the left arrow button on the timer, notice the far right 

position on the lower display is blinking. 

4. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number. (The timer is set for hour-        

      min.). 

5. Use the left arrow button to change to a new position, then repeat step #4. (Do this for each                  

       position). 

6. When all the values are entered, press the (MD) button on the timer. (This will enter the time into 

memory). 

7. Press the (RST) button to change the upper values on the timer. 

8. The tumbler timer is ready to run. 

9. Press the tumbler start button to begin the cycle. 

 

 

Stopping the tumbler with the STOP button or photo-eye switch will stop the tumbler timer and 

maintain it’s time. 

Pressing the tumbler START button will restart the total timer where it left off. Pressing the reset 

button on the tumbler timer in the middle of a tumbling cycle will reset that timer to the preset time 

setting. 
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LT30 or LT60 

CONTROL PANEL WITH ELECTRONIC INTERVAL AND TUMBLER TIMER #CT4S 

 

CONTROL PANEL FUNCTIONS 

TUMBLER PUSH BUTTONS 
Starts and stops timers for tumbling cycle. 
 

VACUUM PUSH BUTTONS 
Starts and stops vacuum pump. 

 

TOTAL TIMER 
Sets the total amount of time the drum will rotate. During the intermittent tumbling cycle, this timer 

runs only during the on period of the cycle. 

 

INTERVAL TIMER 
Set point 1 “t.off” sets amount of time drum rotates during on cycle. 

Set point 2 “t.on” sets amount of time drum rests during off cycle. 

 

SETTING THE CONTROL TIMER 
Direct start continuous tumbling 

 1. Press (RST) button on the tumbler timer. 

 2. Set the set point on the tumbler timer for total tumbling time (time required for the drum to rotate). 

 3. To set the time on the tumbler timer, press the left arrow button on the timer, notice the far right 

position on the lower display is blinking. 

 4. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number. (The timer is set for hour-

min.). 

 5. Use the left arrow to change to a new position, then repeat step #4. (Do this for each position). 

 6. When all the values are entered, press the (MD) button on the timer. (This will enter the time into 

memory). 

 7. Press the (RST) button to change the upper values on the timer. 

 8. The tumbler timer is ready to run. 

 9. Press (RST) button on the interval timer. 

    10.  Set, set point 1 “t.off” to a time greater than was set on the tumbler timer. 

    11.  To set the “t.off” time on the interval timer press the left arrow button. 

    12.  Notice the “t.off” in the upper display of the timer is for the on time, notice the far right position on  

           the lower display is blinking. 

13. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number. (The timer is set for hour-   

      min.). 

14. Use the left arrow button to change to a new position, then repeat step #13. (Do this for each 

position). Set this time higher than what was set on the tumbler timer. 

15. When all the values are entered, press the (MD) button on the timer. (This will enter the time into 

memory, and “t.on” will be displayed in the upper display). 

16. Set, set point 2 “t.on” to 1 min. 

17. The far right position on the lower display should now be blinking on the interval timer. 

18. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number to “1”. (The timer is set for 

hour-min.). 

19. Use the left arrow to change to a new position, change all of these positions to “0”(The far right 

position should be the only position with a value in it when you are done for the “t.on”). 

20. Press the (MD) button on the timer to enter the time into memory. (The display will go to the 

“t.off” time on the display). 
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     21. After the times are set, press the (RST) button to enter the time. 

     22. The Interval timer is now ready to run. 

23. Press the tumbler start button to begin the cycle. 

 

Direct start intermittent tumbling 

     1.   Press (RST) button on the tumbler timer. 

2. Set the set point on the tumbler timer for total tumbling time (time required for the drum to rotate). 

3. To set the time on the tumbler timer, press the left arrow button on the timer, notice the far right 

position on the lower display is blinking. 

4. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number. (The timer is set for hour-

min.). 

5. Use the left arrow to change to a new position, then repeat step #4. (Do this for each position). 

6. When all the values are entered, press the (MD) button on the timer. (This will enter the time into 

memory). 

7. Press the (RST) button to change the upper values on the timer. 

8. The tumbler timer is ready to run. 

9. Press (RST) button on the interval timer. 

10. Set, set point 1 “t.off” for the amount of time you want the tumbler to run during it’s on cycle. 

(The on cycle will start first). 

11. To set the “t.off” time on the interval timer press the left arrow button. 

12. Notice the “t.off” in the upper display of the timer is for the on time, notice the far right position 

on the lower display is blinking. 

13. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number. (The timer is set for hour-

min.). 

14. Use the left arrow button to change to a new position, then repeat step #13. (Do this for each 

position). Set this time for the amount of time you want the tumbler to run during it’s on cycle. 

(The on cycle will start first). 

15. When all the values are entered, press the (MD) button on the timer. (This will enter the time into 

memory, and “t.on” will be displayed in the upper display). 

16. Set, set point 2 “t.on” for the amount of time you want the tumbler to rest during it’s off cycle. 

(The total timer will not time down during this time). 

17. The far right position on the lower display should now be blinking on the interval timer. 

18. Use the UP or DN., arrow button to change the value of this number. (The timer is set for hour-

min.). 

19. Use the left arrow to change to a new position, then repeat step #18.(Do this for each position). 

20. Press the (MD) button on the timer to enter the time into memory. (The display will go to the 

“t.off” time on the display). 

21. After the times are set, press the (RST) button to enter the time. 

22. The Interval timer is now ready to run. 

23. Press the tumbler start button to begin the cycle. 

 

During the continuous or intermittent timing cycle the tumbler timer will only count down when the 

“t.off” cycle is timing on the interval timer. 

Stopping the tumbler with the STOP button or photo-eye switch will stop the tumbler timer and 

maintain it’s time. The interval timer will reset to the preset times. 

Pressing the tumbler START button will restart the interval timer. The total timer will restart from 

where it left off. Pressing the reset button on either the tumbler timer or interval timer in the middle of 

a tumbling cycle will reset that timer to the preset time setting. 
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CLEANING PRECAUTIONS 
Do not clean photo-eyes and reflectors with abrasive material, this could damage the components. 

 

Do not spray water directly at the control panel, it could damage the components. Use a damp rag to 

clean the control panel face. 

 

 

CLEANING YOUR MACHINE 
Fill your machine so warm water goes to top of paddle.  Using your standard cleaning solution, put in 

1/2 to 1 cup, depending on the strength.  Turn machine on and agitate for ten to fifteen minutes.  When 

you stop the machine, make sure the drain plug is on top.  Remove the plug and turn the machine on 

until drain is at the bottom.  Remove lid and rinse.  (CAUTION: Extremely hot water will cause fat to 

bake on walls.)  Wipe off safety eyes and reflectors after cleaning. 

 

 

FLUSHING VACUUM VALVE ON DRUM 
Open vacuum valve and thoroughly flush with water.  This must be done between loads, before 

pulling vacuum on the drum.  If valve is not cleaned properly, food particles will be drawn into the 

vacuum hose. 

 

 

CLEANING VACUUM HOSE 
To clean food particles from the vacuum hose, remove glass jar (located inside cabinet) from the filter, 

and flush water through hose.  Clean glass jar before replacing. 

 

 

EMERGENCY STOP PHOTO-EYES 
These are installed for your protection!  When the sensor beam is broken, the machine is automatically 

shut off. If the machine does not want to start, it is possible either the reflector or sensor eyes are dirty 

or wet.  If you do have a problem with the sensor, it is quickly identified by a red light located on the 

back of the sensor.  Check for power to the photo-eyes through observation window.  (Red light 

should be on, if they are not on wipe the photo-eye face and reflector to remove moisture.) 
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RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR TUMBLING PRODUCT 

 

                                                         % OF BRINE                                                                MOTOR 

PRODUCT & INSTRUCTION      GREEN WT.     TOTAL TIME    DRUM LOAD   SPEED% 
 

Dried Beef 
Pump product with normal                       10%              3 hrs.                       1/2  or more            40 

or recommended % of brine.                                       2.5 hrs.                      1/2 or less  

Put product and excess                    

purge into tumbler. 

 

Beef Jerky 
Get total weight of                                    10%            25 min.                     1/2  or more             40 

sliced product to verify                                                15 min.                     1/2 or less 

% of brine to be added                      

 

Chunked & Formed 
Using Ham Meat and Boston                   10%               1 hr.                                                        70 

Butt parts (90%lean), run 

product through kidney plate 

on grinder.  Get total weight  

to verify % of brine to be added. 

Tumble for stated period of time. 

Remove from tumbler. Run  

product through stuffer into  

large casing. Put into ham press 

and smoke under normal smoking  

conditions. 

 

Chicken 
After obtaining total                                 10%               1 hr.                       1/2 or more             40 

weight of birds, add normal  

or recommended % of brine  

and tumble product and brine  

for required time. 

 

Turkey 
Obtain total weight of birds.                     10%              1 hr.                        1/2 or more            60 

Pump breast, leg and wings on 

both sides with normal or 

recommended % of brine.  Put 

product and excess purge in 

tumbler for recommended time. 

Then follow normal smoking 

procedures. 
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Bone-In Ham 
Pump your normal or                                15%          3.5 hrs.                     1/2 or more             60 

recommended % of brine             3 hrs.                      1/2 or less  

per green weight and put                   

product and excess purge 

in tumbler. 

 

 

Boneless Ham 
Same process as Bone-In                          15%       3 hrs.                      1/2 or more             50 

                                                                                 2.5 hrs.                      1/2 or less 

                                        

Bacon 
Obtain total weight of                               10%       3 hrs.                      1/2 or more             50 

all product. Using your                                            2.5 hrs.                      1/2 or less 

normal or recommended %                 

of brine per green weight, 

put bellies and brine into 

tumbler 

 

Cottage Bacon 
Pump product with normal                       10%      3 hrs.                      1/2 or more             50 

or recommended % of brine                         2.5 hrs                       1/2 or less 

per green weight.  Put                  

product and excess purge 

into tumbler. 

 

Pork Ribs 
Get total weight of the                              10%     .5 hrs.                                                      40 

product to verify % of                   

brine to be added. 

 

Pork Hocks 
Get total weight of the                              15%       2 hrs.                     1/2 or more             40 

product to verify % of                                         1.5 hrs.                     1/2 or less 

brine to be added.                 

 

Beef or Pork Roast 
Pump roasts with normal                          10%        4 hrs.                     1/2 or more             40 

or recommended soluble                                         3.5 hrs.                     1/2 or less       

roast spice.                             

 

 

*  After tumbling put into cooking bag and bring internal temperature to 150 degrees.  Product is now 

ready for sale. 
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MAINTENANCE 

 

WARNING: DISCONNECT POWER BEFORE SERVICING. 
 

NOTE: Lock and tag power disconnect to prevent application of power. 

 

CLEANING 
Properly selected and installed electric motors are capable of operating for long periods with minimal 

maintenance. Periodically clean dirt accumulations from open-type motors, especially in and around vent 

openings, preferably by vacuuming (avoid imbedding dirt in windings). At the same time check that 

electrical connections are tight. 

 

LUBRICATION 
The motor is equipped with pre-lubricated ball bearings and will not require re-lubrication. The gears and 

bearings should be re-lubricated on a regular basis, use type "L-Industrial 30" (American Oil Co.) grease 

or its equivalent. The following is a list of lubricants which can be used: Mobile UX-EP2,   Philube =EP2, 

Gulf Crown =EP2, Alvania =EP2, or Mutifax =EP2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: COMPLETELY CLEAN THE OLD LUBRICANT FROM THE GEAR BOX 

BEFORE ADDING FRESH LUBRICANT. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF LUBRICANTS BE MIXED! 
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MAINTENANCE & LUBRICATION SCHEDULE 

MOTOR BRUSHES 
Motor brushes need period inspection and replacement as wear indicates. Brush wear is greatly 

influenced by individual application. It is recommended that brush wear be checked at intervals of 

operation in order to determine future required inspection. Standard LEESON brushes have an initial 

length of 1-1/4". When the brushes are worn to a length of 5/8" they should be replaced. 

 

LUBRICATION 
This motor is supplied with pre-lubricated ball bearings, lubricated for life of bearings. 

 

GEAR BOX 

MAINTENANCE 
Frequently check the oil level of the reducer. If the oil level is low add lubrication through filler plug 

until it comes out the oil level plug. Inspect vent plug often to insure it is clean and operating. 

 

 

 

 

 

MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS 
                   MANUFACTURER                           30-100 F AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 

                                                                                       AMGA Compounded No. 7 

                      
                     Mobile Oil Corp.                                              600 W Super Cylinder 
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CHECKING THE AIM OF A PHOTO-EYE 
 

1.  Press the (RST) button on the timer. This will supply power to the photo-eyes which will be 

     indicated by a red light on at the back of the photo-eye.  (If  they won't come on, the photo-eye 

     might be out of alignment.) 

2. Take a piece of masking tape and cover up the reflector. Only the one reflector that is  

     opposite of the photo-eye that you are checking. 

3.  Use a reflector for checking the sensing range of the photo-eye. Take this reflector and hold it over 

     the reflector that you taped up.  

  A.  Move the reflector to the left until the red 

        light on the photo-eye goes out, measure this 

                      distance (see Figure "A"), which we will call 

        distance "A". 

  B.  Move the reflector to the right until the red 

                     light on the photo-eye goes out, measure this 

                     distance (see Figure "A"), which we will call 

                     distance "B". 

  C.  Move the reflector up until the red light on 

                      the photo-eye goes out, measure this distance  

                      (see Figure "A"), which we will call distance "C". 

  D.  Move the reflector down until the red light on 

                      the photo-eye goes out, measure this distance  

                      (see Figure "A"), which we will call Distance "D". 

 

4. Distance "A" & "B" should be about the same and "C" & "D" should be about the same. If  

       measurement "A" & "B" are not equal and "C" & "D" are not equal the  photo-eye aim 

       needs to be adjusted (see ADJUSTING THE AIM OF THE PHOTO-EYE). If they are 

       equal repeat this procedure on the second photo-eye (Model  LT30 and LT60 only). 
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ADJUSTING THE AIM OF A PHOTO-EYE 
 

1.  Remove side panel of cabinet. 

2.  Press the (RST) button on the timer. This will supply power to the photo-eyes which will be 

     indicated by a red light on at the back of the photo-eye.  (If  they don't come on, the photo-eye 

     might be out of alignment.) 

3.  For adjusting the mounting hole on the cabinet, there is an Adjusting Tool available. 

  A.  Remove the photo-eye from the cabinet. 

  B.  Remove one of the nuts that is threaded onto                                    

                      the Adjusting Tool and insert the threaded end 

                      into the hole in the cabinet (from the outside)  

                      and thread the nut back on the tool. 

  C.  Pull the handle of the Adjusting Tool into the  

                      direction of the smaller measurements that you 

                      recorded in step #4 (see Figure "B").  You should 

                      be able to bend the mounting hole in the cabinet, 

                      to align the photo-eye. 

4.  Install the photo-eye back into the cabinet. 

5.  Repeat instructions for CHECKING THE AIM OF THE PHOTO-EYE. Re-adjust again if  

     necessary. 

6.  Once this is complete remove the tape from the reflector and put the side panel back on the  

     cabinet. 

7.  Alignment is now complete. 
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LT60 FRAME PARTS ASSEMBLY 

          31x76 UNIT 

 

REF. NO. PART NO.  DESCRIPTION    QTY. 
     1                      LT60FW                        MAIN FRAME                                                          1 

     2                      1012A                            FACE PANEL                                                           1 

     3                      1013                               BACK                                                                        1 

     4                      1014                               SIDE PANEL                                                            1 

     5      1015   TOP COVER      1 

     6  1024               DRUM SUPPORT     1 

     7  NONE                      

     8  CS4W890  RIGID CASTER     2 

     9  CS4W887  SWIVEL CASTER     2 

    10              BOS0AB240125 3/8-16x1 1/4" CARR. BOLT SS    4 

    11              BOS0AU160050 10-24x1/2" PH RHMS SS    12 

    12                     RNA2520A080              ¼-20 ALUM. RIVNUT                                             6 

    13              BOS0AU200125 1/4"-20x1 1/4" PH RHMS SS    6 

    14              BOS0AU200050 1/4-20x1/2" PH RHMS SS    11 

    15              PL75-011DX-02 VINYL STRIP      1 

    16                     NUS0EA16              10-24 HEX NUT SS     2 

    17              BOS0AB280150 1/2-13x1 ½" CARR BOLT SS    4 

    18              WASGI050              1/2" STD. LOCK WASHER SS    2 

    19              NUSOEA28              1/2-13 HEX NUT SS     4 

    20              SB2210               SNAP BUSHING     1 

    21              BOS0AU160100 10-24 X 1" PH RHMS SS    3 

    22              WASGA020              #10 STD. FLAT WASHER SS    2 

    23              BOS0AA240075 3/8-16x3/4" HHCS SS     16 

    24              WA98449A011  #10 LOCK WASHER SS    2 

  *25              WP1305  WINDOW PLUG     2 

  *26  RNAKA1616-150 3/8-16 ALUM. RIVNUT    16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   * NOT SHOWN 

   

16 
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LT60 VACUUM PARTS ASSEMBLY  

          31x76 UNIT 

REF. NO. PART NO.   DESCRIPTION    QTY. 
    1                       1036TW                         TRAP BRACKET                                                     1 

         2  VU5Z351  VACUUM PUMP     1 

         3  VTAA672K  BALL TRAP       1 

         4  0002-49  VACUUM PLUG     1 

       *5  BOS0AA200075 1/4-20x 3/4” HHCS SS     8 

  6  BOS0AU160050 10-24x1/2" PH RHMS SS    3 

  7  HN5346K14  MALE HOSE NIPPLE 1/4"-1/4"   1 

  8  HN5346K42  FEMALE HOSE NIPPLE 1/4"-1/4"   2 

  9  HN5346K18  MALE HOSE NIPPLE 3/8"-1/4"   1 

 10  EL116SC  90 STREET ELBOW 1/4"-1/4"    3 

 11  TEE101C  TEE 1/4"      1 

 12  HS26-705AM-54 3/8" HOSE 54” LG     1 

 13  HS26-702AM-30 1/4" HOSE 30” LG     1 

 14  PNS025B0150  PIPE NIPPLE      1 

 15  OR9464K26  O-RING      1 

     *16  VTAJ554  TRAP BALL       1 

     *17  VTAJ473  TRAP FUNNEL      1 

     *18  VTAE274  TRAP JAR                1 

     *19  WASGI025  1/4" STD LOCK WASHER SS     8 

       20  GA203L-204A  VACUUM GAUGE     1 

     *21  GS9423K31  GAUGE SEAL      1 

     *22  1083   VACUUM PUMP BRACKET    1 

     *23  RNAHA1-420-165 ¼-20 HEX RIVNUTS     8 

       24  HN5372K636  TEE ¼”NPT-3/8” HOSE    1 

       25  HN5372K317  HOSE NIPPLE ¼”NPT-3/8” HOSE   1 

       26  HS26-705AM-14 3/8” HOSE 14”LG     1 

     *27                       WASGA025  ¼” FLAT WASHER     8 
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LT60 DRIVE-TRAIN ASSEMBLY 

                         31x76 UNIT 

  REF.  NO.              PART NO.  DESCRIPTION                QTY. 
         1                       LT60DW                        DRUM                                                                       1 

    2  LT30CW  COVER      1 

    3  1030   MOTOR MOUNTING BRACKET   2 

    4  MO098032  MOTOR (LESSON)     1  

    5  GB175BQ040562 GEAR BOX      1 

    6  PBHCFS207-23-1-7/16 FLANGE BEARING     1 

    7  SP40B12-7/8  SPROCKET      1 

    8  BUSDS-1-7/16  BUSHING      1 

    9  SP40SDS60  SPROCKET (FOR 60 CYCLE MACHINES)  1 

     SP40SDS48  SPROCKET (FOR 50 CYCLE MACHINES)  1 

   10  RC404475  #40 ROLLER CHAIN (44.75” LG.)   1 

   11  WASGA037  3/8" STD FLAT WASHER SS    4 

   12  WASGI037  3/8" STD LOCK WASHER SS    4 

   13  NUS0EA24  3/8-16 HEX NUT SS     4 

   14  BOS0AB220075 5/16-18 X 3/4" CARRIAGE BOLT SS   4 

   15  WASGA031  5/16" STD FLAT WASHER SS    4 

   16  WASGI031  5/16" STD LOCK WASHER SS   4 

   17  NUSOEA22  5/16-18 HEX NUT SS     4 

   18  PBUCP207-23-1-7/16 PILLOW BLOCK BEARING    1 

        19  GALT153060  GASKET      1 

   20  0002-43  COVER BOLT      4 

   21  WASGA050  COVER WASHER     4 

        22  PK2840  COVER KNOB      4 

   23  EL116SC  90 DEG. STREET ELBOW    1 

   24  PV4886K56  BRASS VALVE     1 

   25  600-56   PIPE NIPPLE      1 

   26  BOS0BF700062 10-32 X 5/8" PH TH HD MS SS   4 

   27  NUSOEN17  10-32 ACORN NUT SS     4 

   28  WASGI025  1/4" STD LOCK WASHER SS    8 

   29  WASGA050  ½" STD FLAT WASHER SS    2 

   30  WASGI050  ½" STD LOCK WASHER SS    2 

   31  NUS0EA28  ½-13 HEX NUT SS     2 

   32  PC63745T81  END CAP      1 

   33  BOS0AA200100 1/4"-20 X 1 HHCS SS     8 

   34  NONE 

 *35  BRBP900163.11 BRUSH (LEES0N)(MOTORS AFTER 1999)       2 

      *36  BRBP900116.02 BRUSH (LEES0N)(MOTORS BEFORE 1999)  2 

      *37  BRBP900115.01 BRUSH SPRING (LEES0N)    2 

 *38    PW1041  PLASTIC WASHER     4 

 *39  LI-40   #40 CONNECTING LINK    1 
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LT60 ELECTRICAL PARTS ASSEMBLY 

                                                                                      31x76 UNIT 

   REF. NO.              PART NO.   DESCRIPTION                QTY. 
       1                         1016A                            ELECTRICAL BOX                                                  1 

       2              1018   ELECTRICAL BOX COVER    1 

       3  BCBC141  CONTROLLER     1 

       4  BCBR0015  HP RESISTOR      1 

       5  SWP9CSMUON SELECTOR SWITCH     1 

       6  PBP9CPNRS  PUSH BUTTON-RED     2 

       7  PBP9CPNVG  PUSH BUTTON-GREEN    2 

       8  CBP9B10VN  CONTACT BLOCK-N.O    3 

       9  CBP9B01VN  CONTACT BLOCK-N.C    4 

     10  CBP9B11VN  CONTACT BLOCK-N.O./N.C    2 

     11  RL2XC20  RELAY      5 

     12  FBP9ACFS5  FLANGE BLOCK     1 

     13  PE14150AL14  PHOTOELECTRIC EYE    2 

     14  TE2A691  TERMINAL SECTION     15 

     15  TE2A696  END SECTION      1 

     16  BOS0AU140037 8-32 X 3/8" PH RHMS SS    17 

     17  TMCT4S  TIMER       1 

     18                         NONE 

     19  WA93650A160  WASHER SEAL     1 

     20  BPLT30PA-1  BLUE PANEL      1 

   *21  SR1200   5/8" STRAIN RELIEF     3 

   *22  SR1157   ½" STRAIN RELIEF     2 

     23  GM9600K22  GROMMET      1 

   *24  WI1W661  16/3 WIRE      6’ 

   *25  CR3453  CORD RESTRAINT     1 

   *26  CT3500  NYLON CABLE TIES     10 

   *27  CL3608  CABLE HOLDER     6 

   *28  CT3503  NYLON CABLE TIES     10 

   *29  CN4X290  SPLICE CONNECTOR     3 

   *30  CN534-0550  1/4"-90 CONNECTOR     4 

   *31  CN4X308  RING CONNECTOR     5 

     32   BOS0CA120037 6-32 X 3/8" PH PAN HD MS SS   4 

     33   NUS0EN12  6-32 ACORN NUT SS     4 

     34  NU70205K21  SEALING NUT     1 

     35   SK753-2352  SPEED KNOB      1 

  *36                          CS2W687                       POWER CORD 12’LG.                                            1 

    37  1012   FACE PANEL      1 

    38  00001812300  REFLECTOR      2 

    39  SPBC-148  5K SPEED POTENTIOMETER    1 

    40  FHHTB-36I  FUSE HOLDER     2 

  *41  FU6F019  GGC12-12 AMP FUSE     2  

    42  NONE                                               

  *43  ----------  TRANSFORMER     1 

      (220& 380 volt units only)  

      (see tag on transformer for part #) 

    44  LT30-77  CONTROLLER BRACKET    1 

    45  RL2W928  RELAY      1 

    46  SO2A582  RELAY SOCKET     1 

    47  LT30-78  RELAY BRACKET     1 
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